Sunday, June 3, 2018 at 10:33:56 AM Eastern Daylight Time

Subject: regarding the hand written letter.
Date: Wednesday, June 7, 2017 at 6:48:08 PM Eastern Daylight Time
From: Christina Murphy
To:
Scott Smith
To whom this may concern. I Christina Murphy wrote the estimate in the picture in question. Thats my handwriting.
I accidentally wrote Scott Smith next to the detailed water report price because he would help me take the samples
for free. Als Environmental charges about 2100 dollars or less for a detailed water report.
Our home had it pipes replaced got detailed water testing and a filtration system all donated in one way or another. I
was simply trying to raise money for other sick poisoned Flint residents like myself so they could have clean water like
ourselves. And so they can take the water report to there doctor . In order for a whole house filtration system to work
we need new [plumbing or after the filter a person will repoison themselves with there corroded in home plumbing.
People have no idea how long I cared water bottles all over my house for baths dishes and cooking. People can't
carry all that if there disabled or weak so why doesn't the whole city deserve to have clean water. Hello that was
what this was about. Clean Water so we can stop poisoning ourselves when showering.
This is so disgusting that Mark Edwards would attack and innocent poisoned family by using our hearts against us.
Mark has no idea what its like to not know if your going to die if you keep showering in poison. Mark had no right to
take my idea to raise money for the poisoned families in Flint and ruin it. So now when I try to raise money people
won't donate if they believe what Mark Edwards is saying. So why would he want families not to be informed so they
can get healthy who pays Mark Edwards he's the one attacking the truth.
I appoligize for the stress this has caused water defense. I really wish one of you from water defense would call me
so I can clear this up better. This will not be the only attack on people that are exposing the truth and trying to help
each other. I will be very careful from here on out on what information I share even though I did nothing wrong.
Trying to help sick Flint residents is not a crime. My family has never been poisoned before and tried to be swept
under the rug like nothing happened. So we are learning as we go.
I have no agenda I have no money I'm simply trying to help bring awareness to how people can protect themselves
while they wait for the pipes to be replaced. Because I know first hand how it feels to be super sick all day long
because our government failed us. Because I've cried with parents that have lost there children to this poison. And I
have sick people calling me everyday not knowing what to do. I will not stop fighting for my city and these
distractions are going to kill people still waiting for help. Every minute that goes by while we all argue another person
gets sick or dies or looses there home I could go on and on.
Sincerly Christina Murphy
XXXXXXXXX
A very sick Flint resident.
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